Narita Airport
Access Navigation
Check here for a map of surrounding areas as well as info on travel times and traffic updates for each area.

Airport Surrounding Area Information Search

Private cars

Narita International Airport Official Website

Narita Airport Overview/Private Cars
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Private vehicles are not permitted access to Terminal 3. Please use the curbside pick up and drop off area in front of Terminal 2 to drop off or pick up passengers.
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Rapid chargers for electric automobiles are in the P-1 and P-2 parking lots (located on 1F of the north building).

Please see P36 and 37 for information on the Terminal Shuttle Buses (free).

In order to ensure the safety of customers and the safe operation of the airport, entrance may not be permitted, or personal identity checks may be carried out. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Buses and Taxis

Bus Stop Guide

The bus stations for buses departing from the Terminal are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tokyo</th>
<th>Saitama</th>
<th>Other Areas</th>
<th>Surrounding Areas of</th>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Chiba</th>
<th>Kanagawa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Shinjuku, Hibiya (Imperial Hotel,Dai-Ichi Hotel Tokyo), Shiba (for destinations other than HOTEL THE CELESTINE TOKYO SHIBA), Roppongi/Akasaka, Asakusa | Toast Box | Ariake Sta./Ichinoe Sta./Koiwa Sta. | Tokyo City Air Terminal/Tokyo Sta./Ginza Sta./Shinonome Depot/Rinkai Fukutoshin | Narita View Hotel, Marroad International Hotel Narita, CENTER HOTEL NARITA, CENTER HOTEL NARITA 2 R51 Meet Inn Narita | JR Inage Sta./Chiba Chuo Sta./Makuhari Shin-Toshin/imagekai Sta., Matsudo Sta./Kashiwa Sta./Kashiwana-campus Sta., Shin-Urayasu, "Tokyo Disney Resort e"/Maihama | Tama Plaza Sta./Shin-Yurigaoka Sta., Hon-Atsugi Sta./Hiratsuka, Fujisawa Sta./Tsujido Sta./Chigasaki Sta., Nakayama Sta./Center-Minami Sta., Machida Sta./Sagamiono Sta./Hashimoto Sta. |}

Terminal Shuttle Buses (Free)

Please allow sufficient time when using this service as buses may be delayed or suspended due to traffic congestion, etc.

**Bound for Terminal 1**

Terminal 2 1F [8] [10 min] \(\rightarrow\) Terminal 1 1F [6]

- **Operating Hours**: 5:00-22:35 (In intervals ranging from seven minutes to 30 minutes)
- **First Departure**: 5:09 Last Departure: 22:20

**Bound for Terminal 3 via Terminal 1**

Terminal 2 1F [8] [10 min] \(\rightarrow\) Terminal 1 1F [6] [10 min] \(\rightarrow\) Terminal 3 [8]

- **Operating Hours**: 5:10-23:24 (In intervals ranging from seven minutes to 20 minutes)
- **First Departure**: 5:21 Last Departure: 23:03

**Bound for Terminal 3 (Direct)**

Terminal 2 1F [1] [3 min] \(\rightarrow\) Terminal 3

- **Operating Hours**: 4:30-23:55 (In intervals ranging from three minutes to 10 minutes)
- **First Departure**: 4:30 Last Departure: 23:50

Terminal 3 can also be accessed directly from Terminal 2 using the Shuttle Bus or via the Access Corridor (on foot).

---

**Fees/Inquiries**

Narita International Airport Official Website

**Bus and Railway Ticket Sales Counters**

For details, please see P29.

Tickets are sold directly inside the buses on routes operated by BE-TRANSSE GROUP and some routes operated by Narita Airport Transport and Chiba Kotsu. Please inquire with each bus company for more information.

**Bus Stop for the Shuttle Bus bound for Terminal 1**

To Terminal 3 → Hotel

**Bus Stop for the Shuttle Bus bound for Terminal 3**

To Terminal 3 → International Arrivals Lobby

**Bus Stop for the Shuttle Bus bound for Terminal 3**

To Terminal 3 → International Arrivals Lobby

---

**Taxi**

Long-distance (fixed fare) [30] Narita and nearby areas [31-A]

**Car Rental Service**

[29]
Railways

- Please allow sufficient time for travel to or from the airport as delays can occur due to weather conditions.
- Your terminal at Narita Airport will depend on the airline you are traveling with. Please confirm the location of your airline before you arrive at the airport.

For terminal and airline information, please see P5.

Experience Japanese Culture
with Kimono and Yukata
while you are in Japan!

You have come a long way to Japan, why not experience and enjoy Japanese Culture by wearing the national costume of Japan?

We offer a special rental and professional dressing package for Kimono/Yukata.

You can enjoy in any of these locations!

Inquiry

0120-029315 Hours 10:30～16:00 wagokoro.com/taiken/

The Cultural Foundation for Promoting the National Costume of Japan

The quickest travel times to each station are estimated here.

**Keisei Skyliner**
Nippori: 36 min., Keisei Ueno: 41 min.

**JR Narita Express**

The quickest travel times to each station are estimated here.

Transportation options search

Narita Airport Navigation
Provides real-time information on departing from Narita Airport, arriving at your destination, transfer options, and travel times.